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Ink master season 3 joshua

Ink MasterSeason 3Hosted by Dave NavarroJudgesChris NúñezOliver PeckNo. contestant16WinnerJoey Hamilton Country of originUnited StatesNo. episode13ReleaseOriginal networkSpikeOriginal releaseJuly 16 (2013-07-16) – October 8, The 2013 season chronology (2013-10-08)← PreviousSeason 2 Next →Season
4 The third season of the Ink Master tattoo competition series premiered on Spike on July 16 and ended on October 8, 2013 with a total of 13 episodes. The show was hosted and judged by Jane's Addiction guitarist Dave Navarro, with accomplished tattoo artists Chris Núñez and Oliver Peck serving as regular judges of
the series. The winner will receive a $100,000 prize, features in Inked Magazine and an Ink Master title. This season saw the return of second season contestant Katherine Tatu Baby Flores, who initially finished the competition in 4th place. The winner of the third season of the Ink Master was Joey Hamilton, with Jime
Litwalk runner-up. Assessing and rating This season saw little change in the judging process. The judging panel of the Judging Panel is the table of the three main judges, and each guest jury for that episode if applicable. Audience voting Audience voting is back and expanded to include Twitter. [1] Human Canvas Jury
After the tattoo elimination, the human canvas gathers and chooses the worst tattoo of the day that will send one artist down. While the chief judge has the last word, the weight of the canvas vote does affect the judging panel's final decision. The name, experience, and city of the contestants stated at the time of filming.
Hometown Outcome experience contestant Joey Hamilton 16 Las Vegas, Nevada Jime Litwalk 20 Orlando winner, Florida runner-up Katherine Tatu Baby Flores 7 Miami, Florida 3rd place Kyle Dunbar 20 Flint, Michigan 4th place Joshua Hibbard 10 Portland, Oregon 5th place Jason Clay Dunn 20 Montclair, California
6th place Jacqueline Jackie Jennings 11 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 7th place Craig Foster 18 Carrollton, Georgia 8 Barraza 16 Bridgeport, Connecticut 9th place Richard Made Rich Parker 51/2 Queens, New York 10th place Chris May 16 Dekalb, Illinois 11th place Ally Lee 9th Place Santa Cruz, California 10th place 12
James Danger Harvey 8 Sacramento, California 13th-ranked Madison Maddie la Belle Loftis 5 Greensboro, North Carolina 14th-ranked Mystical Mike Paterek 8th Bronx, New York 15th place Frank McManus 6 New Cumberland , Pennsylvania champion 16 contestants progress Contestants Episode 1 2 3[a] 4 5 6[b] 7 8
9 9 10 11 12 13 Joey Hamilton SAFE HIGH TOP2 SAFE WIN HIGH WIN HIGH WIN SAFE TOP2 ADV Winner Jim Litwalk HIGH SAFE SAFE WIN SAFE WIN BTM3 BTM3 WIN Runner-up Tatu Baby WIN SAFE SAFE LOW BTM3 BTM3 SAFE WIN BTM3 ADV Eliminated Kyle Dunbar SAFE HIGH SAFE SAFE BTM3
BTM3 BTM3 ELIM Guest Joshua Hibbard SAFE WIN SAFE BTM3 BTM3 BTM3 SECURE HIGH SAFE ELIM GUEST Jason Clay Dunn SAFE SAFE BTM2 SAFE SAFE BTM3 ELIM GUEST Jackie Jennings SAFE BTM3 SAFE SAFE BTM3 SAFE ELIM GUEST CRAIG FOSTER HIGH WIN HIGH BTM3 SAFE SAFE ELIM
Guest E.S. SAFE SAFE LOW SAFE SAFE ELIM Guest Made Rich SAFE SAFE BTM3 ELIM Guest Chris May SAFE BTM3 LOW ELIM Guest Ally Lee SAFE LOW ELIM Guest James Danger SAFE ELIM Maddie la Belle BTM3 BTM3 ELIM Guest Mystical Mike BTM3 ELIM Guest Frank McManus ELIM Guest ^ There
was no Judge's Withdrawal in this episode, or the winner, therefore each contestant was given the final critique ^ No contestant impressed the judges enough for them to determine the winner.   Contestants win the Ink Master.   Contestants are runners-up.   Contestants finished third in the competition.   Contestants
advance to the final.   Contestants win Best Tattoo of the Day.   Contestants are among the top.   Contestants received positive criticism.   Contestants receive negative criticism.   Contestants are downstairs.   Contestants were at the bottom and voted Worst Tattoo Of The Day by the Human Canvas Jury.   Contestants
are eliminated from the competition.   Contestants were voted The Worst Tattoos Of The Day and knocked out of the competition.   Contestants are eliminated in the Flash Challenge.   Contestants returned as guests for the episode. Episode No.overallNo. inseasonTitleOriginal air dateUS viewers(millions)221 Baby Got
BackJuly 16, 2013 (2013-07-16)N/A Skill of the Week: Flexibility Flash Challenge: Using only a single needle tattoo machine, all 18 artists went behind bars as they tattooed prisoners for 90 minutes. Winner: Joey Hamilton Elimination Tattoo: The prisoners of the Flash Challenge are back. This time, they want to cover up
one of their tattoos. Joey throws a curveball by giving all the artists the same custody. Best Tattoo of the Day: Baby Bottom Tattoo: Mystical Mike, Maddie la Belle and Frank Human Canvas Jury's Pick: Maddie la Belle Eliminated: Frank McManus 232Thrills for GrillsJuly 23, 2013 (2013-07-23)N/A Skill of the Week:
Precision Flash Challenge: Working in the third team, the artists have 3 hours to compose and create a dedicated automotive grill plate for their assigned car. As the winner of the first Elimination Tattoo, Tatu Baby assigned the team. Guest Judge: Chris Johnson Winner: Jackie Jennings, Joey Hamilton and James
Danger Elimination Challenge: The artists created realistic medical anatomy. One canvas wants an anatomical heart in the armpit. Jackie, Joey and James all decided to give josh the canvas. The anatomical realism of Mike's Mystical tattoos does not exist and the texture fails to be produced. Best Tattoo of the Day:
Craig Foster Bottom: Maddie la Belle, Mystical Mike and Chris Human Jury Selection: Mystical Mike Eliminated: Mystical Mike 243Fire &amp;amp; LaceJuly 30, 2013 (2013-07-30)N/A Skill of the Week: Texture Flash Challenge: The artists have five minutes to find a sexy garter belt before they return to the store where
they have four hours to tattoo the belt of their choice. Dave reveals a big touch on this challenge that the artist with the worst tattoos will be knocked out of the competition. Winner: Joshua Hibbard Knocked Out: Maddie la Belle Elimination Tattoo: The artists try to bring texture to their phoenix tattoos. James Danger's
canvases are not directly related to him. He walked out, resulting in no canvass for Danger to demonstrate his abilities. The jury interviewed Danger and canvassed to see what the problem was; after it was determined Danger could not handle his canvas nagging personality. The judges agreed that being an Ink Master,
one needs to know how to instill trust in their clients, and must have the skills to do what is asked. They also took into account his Flash Challenge tattoos of less detailed and rough foot garters in various areas to reinforce their decision to remove them. Guest Judge: Tony Hundahl Eliminated: James Danger 254Elysium
Challenge August 6, 2013 (2013-08-06)N/A Skill of the Week: Line Guest Judge: Seth Ciferri Flash Challenge: Final twelve head to the Museum of Moving Image where they were presented by Elysium. The film became the inspiration for the next Flash Challenge as every artist, except Tatu Baby and Ally who both
couldn't do the challenge, had 90 minutes to assemble their machines before getting a barcode tattoo. This machine was made by the episode's guest judge Seth Ciferri. Winner: Craig Foster Elimination Challenge: Celtic tattoos take over this Elimination tattoo. Best Tattoo of the Day: Joshua Hibbard Bottom: Jason Clay
Dunn, Ally Lee and Jackie Jennings Human Canvas Jury's Pick: Ally Lee Eliminated: Ally Lee 265Baby Beats DownAugust 13, 2013 (2013-08-13)N/A Skill of the Week: Values Flash Challenge: The artists have four hours until human canvas Winner: Tattoos Elimination of Baby Tattoos: The artists tattooed Dia de los
Muertos. The judges were not particularly impressed by this challenge across the board, and the result was the opposite of their expectations. Chris, Craig, Jason, and Made Rich's tattoos are too dark; with Craig drawing additional criticism for mixing black and white ink for shades of grey (fitting faux in the industry). Tatu
Baby ran a good design but failed in detail. Joshua, Joey, and ES lack their black usage. Jackie and Jime were the only artists to elicit praise from the judges. Guest Judge: Chuey Quintanar Best Tattoo Of The Day: Jime Litwalk Bottom: Made Rich, Craig Foster and Chris May Human Canvas Jury Pick: Eliminated: Chris
May 276 Animal Instincts August 20, 2013 (2013-08-20)N/A Skill of the Week: Detail Flash Challenge: As the winner of the last Elimination Tattoo, Jime commissioned all skulls containing random animals consisting of leopards, Asian water, geonide monkeys, hedgehogs, tigers, turtles, owls, Albino buromise pythons,
vultures and zebras. The artists have 30 minutes to sketch the patterns given to them. They then have two hours of airbrushing their concept onto the model. Winner: Kyle Dunbar Elimination Tattoo: Asian Tattoo exposes all the artist's weaknesses in brutal Elimination Tattoos. For the first time in The Ink Master's history,
the judges announced that there were no best tattoos that day because most of the tattoos did not live up to expectations. Guest Judge: Troy Denning Guest Canvas: Frank Trigg and Jimmy Smith Bottom: Made Rich, Jury Selection Joshua Hibbard and Jackie Jennings Human Canvas: Joshua Hibbard Knocked Out:
Made Rich 287Monumental MistakesAugust 27, 2013 (2013-08-27)N/A Skill of the Week: Dimension Flash Challenge: The judges surprised the remaining artists with hikes around New York City on tour buses. Each artist has two hours to design two tattoos for Dave with one lucky design and one bad luck. Two artists
with the strongest tattoos will face off. Jason and Tatu Baby have 90 minutes to get a tattoo on Dave. Winner: Jason Clay Dunn Elimination Tattoo: The artists created a great tattoo depicting a realistic landmark. Guest Judge: Nikko Hurtado Best Tattoo Of The Day: Joey Hamilton Bottom: ES, Jury Choice Tatu Baby and
Joshua Hibbard Human Canvas: Tattoo Baby Eliminated: ES 298 Baby Don't GoSeptember 3, 2013 (2013-09-03)N/A Skill of the Week: Proportion Flash Challenge: One artist has an hour to tattoo a design for a fellow artist to artistically apply to another artist. The person chosen to create an artist's tattoo must receive a
tattoo from the person they are tattooing. As the last Elimination Tattoo winner, Joey assigned the all teams. The team will then have four hours to create a second tattoo of their respective designs. The winning team received a full paid trip to Germany to visit the Jägermeister facility and receive a private tour. Those
teams are Tatu Baby and Jime Litwalk, Joey and Craig Foster, Joshua Hibbard and Kyle Dunbar, as well as Jackie Jennings and Jason Clay Dunn. Winner: Joshua Hibbard and Kyle Dunbar Finale Tattoo: The artists tattooed pinup on unusual canvases. Turns out they were contestants from Season 2. Every artist,
except Kyle and Josh who both choose their own canvas, will consult all the canvases for five minutes. The canvas selects a skull containing a number at the bottom that will determine the order in which the artist can choose During her elimination, Tatu Baby mentioned she was ready to come out because of the
embarrassment of a bad job over the last few times He was disappointed in himself, but the judges convinced him to stay on board if he was not elected. Joshua and Craig are also emotional about the level of challenge they face, and the results so far have not been what they expected. Guest Judge: Guest Canvas
Novorro Bowman: Sarah Miller, Clint Cummings, Kay Kutta, Ron Givens, Mark Matthews, Cee Jay Jones, TJ Hal and Nick D'Angelo Best Tattoos Of The Day: Jime Litwalk Human Canvas Jury Pick: Joshua Hibbard Knocked Out: Craig Foster 309Tengkorak & Villains September 10, 2013 (2013-09-10)N/A Skill of the
Week: Consistency Flash Challenge: At the Ruffus D. Hall, artists have three hours to carve designs into skulls. Winner: Joshua Hibbard Elimination Challenge: Artists must bring DC Comics villains to life by using consistency to make characters look like they're ripped from right out of comics. Darkseid, Bane, Two
Faces, Poison Ivy, Deathstroke, Joker and Catwoman. Jime takes his Poison Ivy tattoo in a different direction and makes it his own way while Jackie reverses the Two-Face look on her tattoo. Guest Judge: Greg Capullo Best Tattoo of the Da: Joey Hamilton Bottom: Jackie Jennings, Jime Litwalk, Jason Clay Dunn
Human Canvas Jury's Pick: Jime Litwalk Eliminated: Jackie Jennings 3110Eyes of the BeholderSeptember 17, 2013 (2013-09-17)N/A Skill of the Week: Accuracy Flash Challenge: The remaining artists head to Coney Island where they have 60 minutes to tattoo the design to the canvas' eyelids. Winner: Jime Litwalk
Elimination Challenge: Artists must use images of living people as references in their portrait tattoos before they tattoo the canvas the next day. One canvas wants a portrait of Dave Navarro. Guest Judge: Corey Miller Best Tattoo Of The Day: Tattoo Baby Bottom: Kyle Dunbar, Jime Litwalk and Jason Clay Dunn Human
Canvas Jury Pick: Kyle Dunbar Eiminated: Jason Clay Dunn 3211Heroes and HeadsSeptember 24, 2013 (2013-09-24)N/A Skill of the Week: Finesse Flash Challenge: The last five have an hour to engrave personalized dog tags for veterans and families of fallen soldiers or the Challenge is connected to the Intrepid
Fallen Heroes Fund. Winner: Jime Litwalk Elimination Challenge: The artists' entry into the head of the human canvas by tattooing the head design without any stylistic restrictions. Guest Judge: Twig Best Tattoo of the Day: Jime Litwalk Bottom: Tatu Baby, Joshua Hibbard and Kyle Dunbar Human Canvas Juri's Pick:
Tatu Baby Eliminated: Joshua Hibbard 3312 Endure pain1 October 2013 (2013-10-01)N/A Skill of the Week: All aspects of tattoos combined. Elimination Tattoo: The last four fights for a place in the final because they had to create a tattoo design created by one of the guest judges, hand-selected by Peck and Nunez that
tested each artist's weaknesses. Peck chooses tattoos Quintanar for Jime, and give Kyle Seth Seth Design. Nunez submitted the design of Troy Denning's Baby Tattoo where he had to make a Japanese tattoo. Corey Miller's black and gray design goes to Joey. Every artist should apply their tattoos to the same canvas
at the same time. In a secondary challenge, each artist must apply a custom tattoo 6 hours from their own creation to a special canvas. Regardless of Kyle's elimination, he along with the contestants eliminated from this season will be determined by an online audience before the two most selected artists face off in the
finale for a spot in Season 4. Tattoo of the Day: Jime Litwalk Second Artist Advances to Final: Joey Hamilton Third Artist Advances to Final: Tattoo Baby Knocked Out: Kyle Dunbar 3413Ink Master Live: The Epic FinaleOktober 8, 2013 (2013-10-08)N/A Elimination Challenge: The three remaining artists must apply
tattoos that combine each They have the flexibility of a canvas location, studio to apply and design their application. In addition to other standard rules, artists each have a cumulative 35 hours to complete their work. The 2-hour finale begins immediately with a quick recap. It transitioned to two artists who received the
highest number of audience votes of Chris May and Kyle Dunbar. Both artists had the opportunity to apply tattoos directly in the battle to become returning contestants for Season 4. The deadline is 6 hours to complete the tattoo. Maddie la Belle was excluded from the vote because of pregnancy. And James Danger is
also out of the voting process for personal reasons. In addition, he was not present during the final. The remaining artists and finalists were brought on stage, and the judges offered the opportunity to discuss why they participated in the Ink Master. Josh was given solemn advice by other contestants and judges regarding
his attitude. Canvases throughout the season were also voted on, and some returned to the finals to make comments that ranged from praise to arguments with artists and judges. The judges decided to produce a tally of votes for different levels of artist popularity during the live finale. They also reviewed some
controversial eliminations and tattoo seasons. The people with the highest turnout so far this season received guest artist places in Peck and Nunez stores respectively. By this time in the episode, the deadline for Chris and Kyle's tattoos had expired. Kyle's tattoo was liked by the judges, with one critic needing to use
more black. Chris' work also received positive reviews, and both artists were asked why the quality of the work was not produced during the season. Chosen solely by the audience, the winner and recipient of the season 4 contestant seat was Kyle with more than 170,000 votes. The show led to interviews of three
finalists, starting with Tatu Baby. He discussed challenges and thoughts during the season, and glad he didn't stop. Joey Hamilton expressed his excitement at having made it to the final and in a classic competitive way, comparing himself to the other two finalists. Jime rounded out the trio with his comments and
expressions of excitement. Tatu Baby's back tattoo is the first: a native American woman who is partially naked with wolves. The judges found it satisfactory overall, but had problems with its placement and continuity, and pointed out some areas that should have been tighter. Joey's design is a partially naked mermaid in
an aquatic environment at the feet. The design is missing some contrast and will benefit from extra black to bring out emotion and depth, but time is spent showing through. Jime does full chest/belly tattoos of the traditional battle royale; however it looks boring and has no punches. The coloring can be better, and the
background is crowded and overshadowed by the main artwork. Despite the rebuttal, the judges' criticism remained, and he was punished for not sticking to his area of expertise for this open challenge. Winner: Joey Hamilton Runner-Up: Jime Litwalk Third Place: Tatu Baby References ^ Ink Master Facebook Voting
Page. SpikeTV. Ink Master | Reality Show Tattoo Competition | Full Episodes | Spike. spike.com. Retrieved 2014-01-25. Ink Master (2012 TV Series– ) - IMDb. imdb.com. Retrieved 2014-01-25. External links Ink Master official website on IMDb Ink Master in TV Guide Retrieved from
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